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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating
Station, Unit 3
Facility Operating License
No. NPF-74)

In the Matter of )
)

ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE CO., et al. )
)

(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating )
Station, Unit 1 )Facility Operating License )
No. NPF-41) )

)
(Palo Verde Nuclear Generating )
Station, Unit 2 )Facility Operating License )
No. NPF-51) )

)
)
)
)

Docket No. STN 50-528
Docket No. STN 50-529
Docket No. STN 50-530

(Indirect Transfer of
Control; Antitrust
Issues)

COMMENTS OF THE CITY OF LAS CRUCESg NEW MEXICO

Pursuant to the notice published in the Federal Register on

March 14, 1994, 59 F.Reg. 11813, the City of Las Cruces, New

Mexico ("Las Cruces" or "City") submits these comments regarding

antitrust issues raised by the transfer of control of the

interest in Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station Units 1, 2, and

3 ("Palo Verde" ) of, El Paso Electric Company ("EPE") to a

subsidiary of Central and South West Corporation ("C&SW"). These

antitrust issues arose subsequent to the issuance of an operating

license for Palo Verde.

1 ~ INTEREST OF LAS CRUCES

Las Cruces is currently supplied at retail with

approximately 75 MW of power by EPE, although its franchise with
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rates are among the highest in the Nation, the City officially
formed a municipally-owned electric utility in 1991 and is
currently examining means of obtaining or constructing a

distribution system for municipal service.

As a municipally-owned and operated electric utility, Las

Cruces will seek alternative, lower cost sources of bulk power

supply. The City issued a Request for Proposals for such

alternative power supply sources on February 28, 1994, and will
soon announce its selection of an alternative power supplier.

One essential element of the City's ability to obtain

alternative power supply is its ability to obtain reliable and

reasonably priced transmission service. As evidenced by a report

e commissioned by EPE in 1991, transmission capacity is totally
constrained from the west and the north.-" Based upon the merger

proposal, Las Cruces will be unable to obtain reliable and

reasonably priced transmission from the east, as further
discussed below.

II'EXUS BETWEEN THE TRANSFER AND ANTITRUST CONCERNS

The proposed transfer of the Palo Verde license is an

integral portion of the proposed merger between EPE and C&SW.

1/ Las Cruces filed this study as an appendix to its Motion to
Intervene and Protest at the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission ("FERC"). Although EPE and C&SW filed an Answer
to the Las Cruces'otion, they failed to dispute (or even
mention) the EPE consultants'onclusions regarding trans-
mission constraints. Thus, EPE and C&SW have tacitly
admitted such constraints.
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Therefore, activities resulting from the merger have a direct
relationship to the transfer.

By means of the merger, EPE and C&SW would create a

transmission bottleneck that would preclude the City from

obtaining lower cost power supply, contrary to the intent of the

Energy Policy Act of 1992. Merger activities leading to this
result include the following:

First, EPE and C&SW are proposing, as a prerequisite to the

merger, to "integrate" their systems by using the available

transmission from Southwestern Public Service Company ("SPS")

which could otherwise be used by Las Cruces to obtain economical

power supply. In this way, the merger could either preclude Las

Cruces from obtaining wheeling or make such wheeling prohibi-

tively expensive by forcing Las Cruces to pay for system

upgrades.

Second, EPE and C&SW have admitted that, without the merger,

sufficient capacity would be available to serve the City from the

Eddy Tie between EPE and SPS in all years except 1996, when 58 MW

would be available. With the merger, there will be no power

available at that interconnection. Again, the merger could

either preclude Las Cruces from obtaining wheeling or make such

wheeling prohibitively expensive.

Third, EPE and C&SW are planning, upon implementation of the

merger, to file a transmission proposal applicable to EPE, which

they term an "open access" tariff. They have cited this

e allegedly "open access" tariff as a merger benefit. In fact,
however, their proposed tariff could subject Las Cruces to
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substantial delay and potential defeat of its ability to obtain

wheeling from the merged EPE, both from the viewpoint of cost and

access. That proposed tariff arguably would (1) preclude any

service to Las Cruces, and (2) make the cost of transmission

service prohibitively high.

EPE and CRSW are using their monopoly position —which will
be enhanced post-merger —to deny the City access to
alternative sources of power supply and to retain the City as a

captive retail customer. Part of that effort, such as the

creation of a transmission bottleneck and the proposed

restrictive transmission tariff, are directly related to the

merger and are proposed as an integral part of the merger.

III~ PAST EPE ATTEMPTS TO RESTRICT THE
CITY'S POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS

Because of its frustration with the high power rates charged

by EPE,~ in 1989, the City determined to seek methods of

reducing its cost of electricity.-" In addition to talking with

EPE about means of reducing electric rates, the City established

a task force to investigate energy supply sources and retained

R.W. Beck and Associates ("Beck" ) to analyze the feasibility of

formation of a municipally-owned electric utility. EPE responded

to the study produced by Beck in 1991 with two rebuttal reports.

2/ See Exhibit A hereto.

3/ Electricity costs are particularly important to the low
income residents of Las Cruces where, in 1989, median per
capita income was $ 11,175 and household income was $ 23,648.
See 1990 Census of Population and Housing, Summary Tape File
3.
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First, EPE commissioned and publicized the following
document: Robert L. Swartwout, Robert Witter 6 Associates, Inc.,
"Report & Study to Consider the Feasibility of Lowering Electric
Rates through the Development of a New Municipal Electric Utility
by the City of Las Cruces, New Mexico and the Rate Impact upon

EPE's Remaining New Mexico Customers (May 27, 1991) ("Witter

Report" ). In that report, EPE suggested that formation of a

municipal system in Las Cruces would be uneconomical based in

part on an extremely high estimate of anticipated cost of
transmission.

Second, EPE commissioned and publicized "Study of the

Technical Alternatives for Electrical Supply to the City of Las

Cruces" ("EPE Transmission Study" ). This report, attached hereto

as Exhibit B, was the source of the extremely high estimated cost

of transmission included in the Witter Report. It also

demonstrates that EPE has control of transmission facilities
coming into the City of Las Cruces, as further discussed below.

The EPE Transmission Study gave three reasons that, Las

Cruces should not establish a municipally-owned electric utility.
First, it suggested that EPE might well refuse to wheel power for
a newly formed municipal utility. Second, it stated that
construction of alternatives to EPE wheeling would be

prohibitively expensive. Third, it asserted transmission

capacity was essentially unavailable from the north and the west,

thus limiting the City's alternative bulk power supply options to
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Written prior to the Energy Policy Act of 1992, the EPE

Transmission Study implied that EPE might well refuse to wheel

for the City:
There is no mandatory legal requirement thatutilities provide wheeling services to other
utilities. Wheeling is a voluntary service,
subject to negotiation between the parties to
the transaction and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's approval of the
negotiated wheeling rate. Antitrust laws may
apply in the event that wheeling is denied
for an unlawful purpose.

A utility providing wholesale power and
wheeling services is not regulated by the New
Mexico Public Service Commission and the
provider of such services have no statutory
duty or obligation to serve the purchaser of
those services. Contract terms, rather than
regulated statutory duty, govern the
relationship of the parties.

Therefore, CLC must weigh each of the above stated
institutional and technical facts and their attendant
implications upon costs and reliability of service
identified in this report.

EPE Transmission Study at 3.

As a further deterrent to the City's quest for more

competitive power supply, the EPE Transmission Study gave cost

estimates of the three transmission paths required for obtaining

bulk power supply without wheeling from EPE. Additional claimed

costs were (1) $ 47.6 million for 265 miles of line and related

step-down facilities from the east, (2) $72.7 million for 420

miles of line and related step-down facilities from the north,

and (3) $ 61.4 million for 350 miles of transmission lines and

related step-down transmission facilities for purchases from the

west. EPE Transmission Study at 37-38.
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Even with such massive expenditures, the EPE Transmission

Study suggested that Las Cruces might not be able to obtain any

power at all from the north or the west:

Transmission to the west and north is
committed. If wheeling is available, it will
be on a short term basis and will be
expensive.

CLC may be able to secure short term (three
to five years) wheeling rights to the west
and north, and possibly longer term rights to
the east.

EPE Transmission Study at 2-3.

Subsequent to the issuance of the EPE Transmission Study and

the Witter Report, EPE made clear its plans to retain Las Cruces

as a captive customer in its Disclosure Statement and in the

instant proceeding. As it stated in the Disclosure Statement:

The Projections assume that the Debtor'
franchise with the City of Las Cruces, which
currently expires in March 1994, is either
renegotiated or extended on essentially the
same terms and conditions as the current
agreement or if no renegotiation or extension
of the franchise occurs prior to expiration
of the franchise that the Debtor has the
legal right and authority under State law to
continue providing electric service within
the City of Las Cruces through the forecast
period.

EPE Bankruptcy Disclosure Statement, Appendix A at 4 (Sept. 15,

1993) .

To make certain that Las Cruces would not form a municipal

system or obtain power from sources other than the company, EPE

claims that it does not need the consent of the City of Las
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Statement at 90. Its claim apparently was based upon the

assertion that EPE's existing Certificate of Convenience and

Necessity ("CCN") from the New Mexico Public Utilities Commission

("NMPUC")-'s sufficient to allow service to the City, even

without the City's
consent.-'he

Company did recognize, however, that the NMPUC may be

required to approve the transfer of EPE's existing CCN to the

merged company. EPE Bankruptcy Disclosure Statement at 90. EPE

also recognized that, because issuance of a CCN requires prior
municipal approval, EPE could be precluded from serving the City.

Id. at 90-91.

Therefore, the merger is conditioned, in part, upon the

A final order determining that Reorganized
EPE does not require a new CCN as a result of
the transactions between the Debtor and CSW
as contemplated in either the Plan or Merger
Agreement, and if the NMPUC determines that a
new CCN is required from the NMPUC, a satis-
factory final order issuing a new CCN to
Reorganized

EPE.'PE

Bankruptcy Disclosure Statement at 89. Despite the fact that
the Disclosure Statement specifies that the merger is conditioned

upon such determination, the merger application at the FERC does

e

4/ EPE never actually went through a CCN process. Because it
served Las Cruces when the law authorizing the NMPUC to
issue CCN's was passed, EPE's service to Las Cruces was
implicitly "grandfathered" by the statute so that EPE was
not, at the time the statute was passed, required to seek a
CCN. See NMSA, g 62-9-1 (1978 and Supp. 1993).

5/ If true, the EPE claim would undermine the City's statutory
authority to grant franchises (NMSA Q 3-42-1 (1978)) and the
statutory limitation restricting franchises to a twenty-five
(25) year term (NMSA Q 3-42-1F (1978)).
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not list the CCN order as one which the merging companies must

obtain. See FERC Exh. APP-12 at
1-2.-'n

short, EPE has:

~ Assumed the continued existence of Las Cruces as a

retail customer, both in the bankruptcy case and in the

FERC proceeding.

~ Acted to preclude the City from obtaining access to
bulk power supply in any way other than purchase of

power at retail from EPE.

Suggested that if the City formed a municipal utility,
it might not wheel power for the City.
Claimed that it has a perpetual right to serve the City
through a "grandfathered" CCN and attempted to strip
the City of any real franchise authority.

Thus, prior to the instant proceeding, EPE has made clear

that it intends to preclude Las Cruces from obtaining access to

power supply from any entity other than EPE as a retail supplier.

As discussed below, through the merger, it will enhance its
ability to retain the City as a captive customer.

IV. ENHANCED ABILITYTO RETAIN CITY AS
CAPTIVE CUSTOMER THROUGH THE MERGER

The proposed merger between EPE and C&SW will act to deter

the ability of Las Cruces to obtain access to alternative sources

6/ Exhibit references herein are to those filed by Applicants
in the FERC merger proceeding. El Paso Electric Co. and
Central and South West Services Inc., Docket No. EC94-7-
000.
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of power supply, and will, therefore, have an anticompetitive

effect. EPE and C&SW will attempt to retain Las Cruces as a

captive retail customer through three merger-related activities:
~ Filing, as a prerequisite to the merger, of an

application pursuant to Section 211 and 212 of the

Federal Power Act which will tie up existing
transmission capacity and potentially make it
prohibitively expensive for the City to obtain bulk

power supply from other sources.

~ Reserving the full capacity of the EPE-SPS intertie for
use by the merged company, in contrast to the fact that
sufficient capacity would have been available for use

by the City in all years other than 1996 (when 58 MW

would have been available) if EPE were a stand alone

company.

~ Planned filing, as an attempt to bolster merger

benefits, of an allegedly "open access" transmission

tariff which arguably (1) precludes service to new

municipals; and (2) requires newly-formed municipals to

pay excessive rates as a precondition to obtaining

service.

In its FERC merger filing, EPE and C6SW claim that their
proposal is procompetitive based upon their planned filing of an

alleged "open access" tariff. See FERC'Exh. APP-92 at 8. In

fact, the proposed tariff —to be filed after consumation of thet merger (see FERC Exh. APP-1 at 31) is itself anticompetitive in
that, on its face, it purports (1) to exclude service to Las
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Cruces from the east, (2) to make transmission service prohi-

bitively expensive for entities formerly taking service from EPE

and (3) to exclude new municipally-owned electric utilities from

any service at all.
The proposed "open access" tariff, by its terms, purports to

preclude service to newly-formed municipal electric utilities
which were previously customers of EPE. It defines an "electric
utility" —the entity which can take advantage of the tariff-
as follows:

[T]he term "Electric Utility" shall not
include ultimate consumers of electricutility service or an entity on whose behalf
the Commission is prohibited from issuing a
mandatory wheeling order by Section 212(h) of
the Federal Power Act, or an electric
distribution s stem established to serve
ultimate consumers formerl served b
Com an if such service was established
spiel as a means to facilitate or obtain
transmission service for ultimate consumers.

Exh. APP-6 at 6, $ 1.13 (emphasis added). Las Cruces anticipates

that the merged company is likely to argue —particularly based

upon prior statements in the EPE Transmission Study and the EPE

Bankruptcy Disclosure Statement —that it is not required by the

"open access" tariff to provide service to newly formed

municipally-owned electric utilities previously served by EPE at

retail, e.g. the City of Las Cruces. This concern is underscored

by the fact that in its Answer in the FERC merger proceeding, EPE

and Casw ~neve say that Las Cruces would be entitled to
transmission service, even where the utilities are s ecificallt addressing Las Cruces'oncerns. Rather, EPE and C&SW con-

tinuously say that "Eligible Electric Utilities" could obtain
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such service —without qualifying Las Cruces as such an

"Eligible Electric Utility".
Moreover, the proposed transmission tariff would give EPE

broad discretion to charge exhorbitant transmission rates based

upon its definition of "stranded investment":

Stranded Investment costs that may be
recovered shall include, without limitation,
the costs of any unamortized investment in
facilities that are either no longer utilized
or not fully utilized by Company due to a
cessation or change in the service of supply
of Power and Energy from Company to another
entity as a result of Company's provision of
service under this Tariff.

FERC Exh. App-6 at 29, Q 13.3. When previously computing

stranded investment, EPE included nuclear power plant costs which

had been excluded by retail regulatory
commissions.7'ursuant

to the proposed transmission tariff, EPE is likely
to argue that it may receive the stranded investment which it is
otherwise not entitled to claim. The tariff provision—
intimately connected with the merger —could make acquisition of

the Las Cruces system prohibitively expensive.

As noted ~su ra, EPE seeks to preclude Las Cruces from

obtaining wheeling through a restrictive service tariff or, in
the alternative, make such wheeling prohibitively expensive. In

addition to the tariff provisions, EPE has another way to

increase the City's potential wheeling costs.

7/ The cost of Palo Verde used in the Witter Report was
$771,337,900. Witter Report, Section G at 3. In the
Disclosure Statement, EPE listed the cost of Palo Verde as
$ 441 million. EPE Bankruptcy Disclosure Statement at 91.
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After the merger, EPE plans to substantially increase its
purchase of power from its sister companies through the SPS

system. This will increase the use of the SPS system. In

addition, the merger plan anticipates that EPE/C&SW will fully
utilize the capacity of the Eddy Tie. See FERC Exhs. APP-28 at

54, APP-39 at 27. In the FERC proceeding, EPE/C&SW Witness Hall

testified that pre-merger, 83 MW would be available through the

Eddy Tie until 1996 and 58 MW was available after that time.

FERC Exh. APP-92 at 32. Because the current SPS-EPE contract for
75 MW expires in 1996 (see FERC Exh. APP-28 at 30), the full 133

MW would be available at the Eddy Tie beginning january 1997 if
the merger did not occur.

While Las Cruces could purchase its full requirements over

the Eddy Tie without a merger, the EPE/C&SW plan to use 1004 of

the Eddy Tie post-merger would eliminate that possibility. Post-

merger, Las Cruces will be forced either to forego purchases from

SPS or to increase the capacity of the Eddy Tie at a cost

estimated as $ 40 million in the EPE Transmission Study at 2. In

addition, EPE's expanded use of the SPS system would reduce the

availability of that system for use by Las Cruces.

EPE/C&SW Witness Hall's ultimate response to this
foreclosure of bulk power supply options is that foreclosure from

transmission would not preclude formation of a municipal system.

He suggests the possibility of self-generation or generation from

a non-utility generator ("NUG") or independent power producert ("IPP") (FERC Exh. APP-92 at 35-36). It should be noted that the

EPE Transmission Study made no such suggestion. Rather, it
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implied that lack of transmission access would mean lack of bulk~ ~

power supply. Additionally, when responding to Las
Cruces'rguments

at the FERC, EPE and C&SW failed to raise this option.

Even if Las Cruces had the limited options of self-
generation or purchasing from a NUG or IPP, EPE/C&SW would have

succeeded in foreclosing other options. As discussed below,

EPE/C&SW are attempting to foreclose competition by precluding

Las Cruces from having reasonable access to bulk power supply.

The possibility of generation only at a City site, even if
feasible (and EPE/C&SW proffered no proof of its feasibility),
would not mitigate the anticompetitive effect of such

foreclosure.

Ve EPE HAS MONOPOLY POWER IN THE RELEVANT MARKETS
AND WITH ASSISTANCE FROM THE MERGER IS USING
THIS PO'WER TO PREVENT RETAIL COMPETITION IN LAS
CRUCES ~

This Commission has the responsibility to consider whether

activities under an operating license "would create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws." 42 U.S.C.

5 2135. Where, as here, the NRC has previously conducted an

antitrust review, there is a three-pronged test to determine

whether "significant changes" have occurred, so that a new

antitrust review is appropriate. See South Carolina Electric &

Gas Co. and South Carolina Public Service Authorit , 11 NRC 817

(1980) and South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. and South Carolina

Public Service Authorit , 13 NRC 862 (1981): (1) there must be a

significant change since the prior antitrust review; (2) the~ ~ ~
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significant changes must be reasonably attributable to the~ ~ ~

licensee; and (3) the significant changes must have antitrust
implications that would be likely to warrant remedy by the NRC.

All three are present here.

First, all of the activities described ~su ra as applicable

to Las Cruces have occurred subsequent to the prior antitrust
review by this Commission. Most of those activities occurred

from 1991 to the present.

Second, all of the activities described herein have been

performed by or on behalf of EPE.

Third, as discussed infra, the bottleneck created by EPE

post-merger are anticompetitive based upon traditional antitrust

e analysis.

Traditionally, the elements necessary to establish a

monopolization claim under Section 2 of the Sherman Act include:

(1) possession of monopoly power in the relevant market;

and

(2) willfulacquisition or maintenance of that power.

United States v. Grinnell Cor ., 384 U.S. 563, 570-71 (1966).

The concept of "monopoly power" addressed in the first of

these two elements has been defined as "the power to control

prices or exclude competition." United States v. E.I. Du Pont De

Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 391-92 (1956). This power may be

established directly but typically is established by proof of the

defendant's market share in the relevant product and geographic
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market when direct proof of an ability to control entry and

prices is difficult.-"
The second element of a monopolization claim requires the

identification of some deliberate conduct by the monopolist to

acquire, use, preserve or further its monopoly power.>'ne of

the principal types of conduct held to be improper is the

preservation of monopoly power through a refusal to deal. —'I

Here, EPE has and, through their merger proceeding, EPE and

CGSW are engaging in "monopoly leveraging," by using monopoly

power in one market —transmission services —to gain a

competitive advantage in another market —retail electricity.
Additionally, EPE and CESW are engaging in conduct improper under

e the "essential facilities" doctrine. Under this doctrine, one

who holds monopoly power by reason of its control of a facility,
the use of which is essential to competition in the marketplace,

cannot block competition by denying others access to or use of

the facility, unless it is impractical to provide such access or

8/ See, e.cC,, S ut Enters. v. American Multicinema Inc., 793
F.2d 990, 995-96 (9th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S.
1031, 1034 (1987); Southern Pac. Communications Co. v.
American Tel. 6 Tele ra h Co., 740 F.2d 980, 1001-02 (D.C.
Cir 198.4), cert den.ied, 470 U.S. 1005 (1985); ~Ha den
Publishin Co. v. Cox Broadcastin Cor ., 730 F.2d 64, 69
(2d Cir. 1984).

9/ United States v. Grinnell Cor ., 384 U.S. 563, 570-71
(1966); United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 105-06
(1948).

10/ ABA Antitrust Section, Antitrust Law Developments (Second)
at, 125 (2d ed. 1984). See, e.q,, Otter Tail Power Co. v.
United States, 410 U.S. 366, 380 (1973); Mid-Texas
Communications S s. Inc. v. American Tel. & Tele ra h Co.,
615 F.2d 1372, 1387 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 912
(1980) .
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use. Here, EPE and C&SW, by tying up access to the available

transmission paths and attempting to make transmission service

prohibitively expensive, are foreclosing the ability of the City
to obtain alternative sources of power supply or to compete by

forming a municipally-owned electric utility.
A. EPE Is Levera in its Transmission Mono ol to Undermine

Retail Com etition b Las Cruces.

The offense of monopoly leveraging is based on two showings:

(1) that an entity possesses monopoly power in one market,

defined by a particular product or service and the geographic

area in which the product or service is traded or used by the

parties,>'nd (2) that an entity improperly used that power to
"distort competition," —'" to "destroy threatened competition" —'"t or "with the aim of preserving or extending a monopoly"—'" in
another market.

EPE has —and the combined EPE and C&SW will have —a

monopoly over transmission service to the City of Las Cruces, as

further discussed infra. Additionally, EPE has attempted and EPE

and C&SW, through their merger, are attempting to use that

See, e.cC., Otter Tail Power Co., 410 U.S. at 377F Griffith,
334 U.S. at 107; Cit of Mt. Pleasant v. Associated Elec.
~Coo ., 838 F.2d 268, 280 (8th Cir. 1988); Cit of Cleveland
v. Cleveland Elec. Illuminatin Co., 734 F.2d 1157, 1166-67
(6th Cir.), cert deni.ed, 469 U.S. 884 (1984); ~B ars v
Bluff Cit News Co., 609 F.2d 843, 857 (6th Cir. 1979); Six
Twent -Nine Productions Inc. v. Rollins Telecastin Inc.,
365 F.2d 478, 482 (5th Cir. 1966).

12/ ~B ars, 609 F.2d at 857.

13/ Otter Tail Power Co., 410 U.S. at 377 (quoting Loraint Journal v. United States, 342 U ST 1436 154 (1951)).

14/ Id. at 377.
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monopoly to foreclose competition for the retail market in Las

Cruces.

1. EPE Has Mono ol Power

Monopoly power may be found by an examination of an entity's
control of a relevant product and geographic market. The

relevant product market is defined as including all products that
are actually competitive with the seller's product, —'" and the

relevant geographic market is defined as the area where both EPE

operates and Las Cruces may turn for the relevant product or

services.-''

Here, there are two sets of relevant markets. First, there

is a relevant product market of transmission service. Thet related relevant geographic market is the distance from potential
bulk power suppliers to delivery points needed to serve the City

of Las Cruces.-'" Second, there is a relevant product market of

15/ See Times-Pica ne Publishin Co. v. United States, 345 U.S.
594 (1953) .

16/ See, e.cC., Consul. Ltd. v. Transco Ener Co., 805 F.2d
490, 495 (4th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 481 U.S. 1050
(1987); RCM Su l Co. v. Hunter Dou las Inc., 686 F.2d
1074, 1077 (4th Cir. 1988). See also Cit of Cleveland v.
Cleveland Elec. Illuminatin Co., 538 F. Supp. 1306, 1318
(N.D. Ohio 1980) (stating more general rule that the
"relevant geographic market, for antitrust purposes,
comprises that area within which the sellers of a commodity
effectively compete, and in which prospective purchasers are
effectively offered a choice as among alternative sources of
supply" ). Accord Tam a Elec. Co. v. Nashville Coal Co.,
365 U.S. 320, 327 (1961); United States v. Em ire Gas Cor
537 F.2d 296, 304 (8th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S.
1122 (1977).

17/ This may be coincident with the distance between Las Crucest delivery points and EPE points of interconnection with other
utilities.
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retail service within the relevant geographic market of the City~ ~ ~ ~

of Las Cruces. EPE has a monopoly of 100% of both markets, and

EPE and C&SW plan, through their merger, to foreclose the City
from competing to serve Las Cruces at retail by precluding

purchase of transmission services over which EPE/C&SW have

control.
As discussed ~su ra, EPE "own[a] and control[a] the only

transmission lines capable of supplying the quantity of wholesale

electricity that I'Las Cruces] needs." Cit of Mt. Pleasant v.

Associated Electric Coo ., 838 F.2d 268, 280 (8th Cir. 1988).

The EPE Transmission Study admitted that all transmission paths

to outside sources of power were owned by EPE. It further
admitted that it would not be economically feasible for Las

Cruces to construct separate transmission lines to import

generation capacity. Thus, EPE admittedly has market power in
transmission.

Currently, EPE is the only entity to serve the City at

retail. Although its franchise expired on March 18, 1994, it
claims the right to continue to serve the City indefinitely
through its CCN from the NMPUC. Therefore, EPE is estopped from

denying its current market power for the sale of retail power in

the City of Las Cruces.-'"

EPE cannot negate this monopoly power by claiming, as

EPE/C&SW Witness Hall does (see FERC Exh. APP-92 at 35-36), that

18/ Applicants'itness Hall admitted that sale of electrict power at retail is a relevant market. FERC Exh. APP-92 at
21/ 26 '
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Las Cruces may be able to self-generate or purchase power from a

NUG or an IPP.-'' In Otter Tail, the City of Elbow Lake had

acquired its own generating plant,-'~ but both the District Court

and the Supreme Court found that Otter Tail's refusal to wheel

violated the antitrust laws. There, the Supreme Court

specifically stated:

The fact that three municipalities which
Otter Tail opposed finally got their
municipal systems does not excuse Otter
Tail's conduct. That fact does not condone
the antitrust tactics which Otter Tail sought
to impose.

410 U.S. at 381. Here, as there, the mere possibility of a

single type of alternative power supply cannot defeat the fact
that EPE, both pre- and post-merger, has monopoly power in the

relevant markets and, as discussed herein, has used and will use,

through the merger, its monopoly power to foreclose service to

Las Cruces.

2. EPE and CSSW throu h their Mer er Are Im ro erl
Usin their Mono ol Power.

Once the defendant's monopoly power is established, it must

also be shown —to establish a claim of monopoly leveraging—
that EPE/C&SW used that power "to plaintiff's detriment." ~Cit

of Mt. Pleasant, 838 F.2d at 280, namely, to gain some sort of

19/ Applicants provided no proof of the feasibility of such a
course of action.

20/ See United States v. Otter Tail Power Co., 331 F. Supp. 54,t 60 (D. Minn. 1971), aff'd in relevant gart, 410 U.S. 366
(1973).
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advantage in the market in which it competes with the

plaj.ntj.ff.—
'n

the past, EPE evidenced its desire to preclude the City
from obtaining access to bulk power supply through the Witter

Report and EPE Transmission Study, discussed ~su ra. There, EPE

stated that it could deny wheeling to bring alternative power

supply to the City.
Here, through the merger, EPE is attempting to use its

monopoly power over transmission to preclude the City from

obtaining alternative sources of bulk power supply or

successfully engaging in franchise competition.~ As discussed

~su ra, EPE has previously admitted that capacity is constrained

for importation of power to the north and west. It is using the~ ~

21/ See ~B ars, 609 F.2d at 857; Otter Tail Power Co., 410 U.S.
at 377 (quoting Lorain Journal v. United States, 342 U.S.
143( 154 (1951)).

22/ EPE/C&SW Witness Hall properly recognizes "franchise
competition" as a relevant form of competition which should
be analyzed to determine whether the merger adversely
affects competition. FERC Exh. APP-92 at 73-76. He
correctly states:

Most commonly, local franchise competition
occurs when a subdivision of the State,
usually an incorporated municipality, either
builds its own electric generation and/or
distribution facilities or is able to acquire
existing utility facilities by a means of
consensual purchase or condemnation.

Id. at 74. However, he improperly fails to analyze what he
is admitted is the form of franchise'competition, e.g. the
effect on the ability of Las Cruces to form a municipally-
owned electric utility. Rather, he focuses ~solel on
whether C&SW operating companies could compete for the
utility franchise in Las Cruces.
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merger, along with its control over transmission, to constrain

availability of bulk power supply for Las Cruces from the east.

EPE/C&SW Witness Hall seems to agree that a merger's

foreclosure of ~an transmission path would injure competition.

He first recognized the importance of transmission access,

stating:
Buyers and sellers of electric capacity and
energy can consummate transactions only if
they are directly interconnected or if they
can obtain transmission services from some
intervening utility system or systems.
Therefore, in defining the relevant market
for capacity and energy, the availability of
transmission facilities is an important
consideration.

FERC Exh. APP-92 at 20. He applied his theory to the potential
foreclosure of transmission alternatives by a merger:

If a mer er were to establish common contrg ol
over two major transmission corridors that,
under the status guo ante, served as viable
alternative transmission service paths, all
other things being equal, competition would
be injured.

Id. at 21. Similarly, Witness Hall admitted that this Commission

has identified as a "factor[] to be considered in assessing

barriers to entry in long term markets . . . the use of control

over transmission facilities to block access to alternative

generation sources . . ." FERC Exh. APP-92 at 54. Here, as

discussed ~su ra, the merger does foreclose the use by Las Cruces

of transmission from SPS, thus reducing availability of

alternatives, which Witness Hall admits is a merger concern.
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B. EPE Has Essential Facilities and Xs Usin the Mer er to Den
Access to Las Cruces.

The courts have departed from the traditional two-element

approach to monopolization claims where, as here, the allegations

concern a defendant which owns and operates facilities to which

the plaintiff must, have access in order to compete with the

defendant. The courts instead look to four more specific
elements, known as the "essential facilities" doctrine. These

elements include:

(1) control of the essential facility by a
monopolist;

(2) a competitor's inability practically or
reasonably to duplicate the essential
facility;

(3) the denial of the use of the facility to a
competitor; and

(4) the feasibility of providing the facility.
MCI Communications Cor . v. American Tele hone & Tele ra h Co.,

708 F.2d 1081, 1132-33 (7th Cir.)(citations omitted), cert.

denied, 464 U.S. 891
(1983).~'.

EPE Control of the Essential Facilities
To establish the first element of an essential facilities

claim, the plaintiff must make two showings. The plaintiff must

show that the defendant has a "monopoly" or "monopoly power" in

23/ See, ~e, Otter Tail Power Co., 410 U.S. at 377; A~sea
Hi hlands Skiin Cor . v. As en Skiin Co., 738 F.2d 1509,
1520-21 (10th Cir 1984)., aff'd on other grounds, 472 U.S.
585 (1985); Hecht v. Pro-Football Inc., 570 F.2d 982, 992-
93 (D.C. Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 436 U.S. 956 (1978).
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the relevant product and geographic markets and that the

defendant controls an "essential
facility.">'a)

EPE Has Mono ol Power in Relevant Market.

As discussed, ~su ra, EPE's monopoly power may be viewed in

two markets. EPE has a monopoly in providing transmission

services to the area and has used it to establish and maintain a

monopoly in the market for retail electricity. The retail market

is the one in which EPE and Las Cruces are competing,-" and it
also is the market for which access to EPE's transmission

facilities is essential to a competitor, such as Las Cruces.

The relevant geographic market for an essential facilities
claim must "both 'correspond to the commercial realities'f the

industry and be economically significant." Brown Shoe Co. v.~

~United States, 370 U.S. 294, 336-37 (1962). It "usually boils
down to in practice . . . the area of actual or potential compe-

tition between the parties involved in the case.»'—s ~cit of

Cleveland v. Cleveland Electric Illuminatin Co., 734 F.2d at

1167.

Proof of EPE's monopoly power in this market —retail
electricity sold in Las Cruces —is straightforward. EPE

currently serves all of the customers in Las Cruces, and thus its

24/ See, e.cC,, MCI Communications Cor . v. American Tel. &

Tele ra h Cor ., 708 F.2d at 1132-33.

25/ See, e.cC,, Cit of Cleveland v. Cleveland Elec. Illuminatin
Co., 734 F.2d at 1160.

26/ Accord Hecht, 570 F.2d at 988-89; American Football Lea ue
v. National Football Lea e, 323 F.2d 124, 129-30 (4th Cir.
1963) .
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market share presently is 100 percent. Moreover, because it
effectively controls competitors'ccess to that market through

control of the transmission facilities which are essential to

competing in this market, and because it effectively has

foreclosed price competition, the requisite monopoly power is

indisputable.~'b)

EPE Controls Essential Facilities.
There should be no dispute that EPE now, and EPE and C&SW,

post-merger, control the transmission lines at issue and that

they are "essential" to the provision of retail electric service

in Las Cruces. EPE is the only utility that has lines anywhere

near the area. If EPE refuses to transport power, Las Cruces

"simply cannot compete." —" Cit of Chanute v. Williams Natural~

~ ~ ~

~
~

~ ~

~

Gas Co., 678 F. Supp. 1517, 1532 (D. Kan. 1988).

2. Las Cruces Cannot Practicall or Reasonabl Du licate
the Essential Facilit

Las Cruces cannot feasibly duplicate EPE's transmission

facilities to the City. As the EPE Transmission Study

demonstrates, it simply would neither be practical nor reasonable

for Las Cruces to construct transmission lines to alternative

bulk power suppliers.

27/ See, Cit of Chanute v. Kansas Gas E Elec. Co., 564 F. Supp.
1416, 1422 (D. Kan. 1983), aff'd in gart and rev'd on other
grounds, 754 F.2d 310 (10th Cir. 1985) .~

~

~

~

~

~ ~28/ See, Otter Tail Power Co., 331 F. Supp. at 61.
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3. EPE C&SW Pro ose to Den the Use of the Facilit to Las
Cruces.

As discussed extensively ~su ra ,EPE has denied the use of

transmission facilities to enable Las Cruces to purchase power

from SPS simply because EPE, through the merger, proposes (1) to
tie up all available capacity, and (2) to make service to the

City prohibitively expensive.

4. Pre-Mer er Zt Would be Feasible to Provide the
Facilit to Las Cruces.

Without the merger, there would be 83 MW available at the

Eddy Tie until 1996, 58 MW available in 1996, and 133 MW avail-
able thereafter. With the merger, no capacity at the Eddy Tie is
available. See FERC Exhs. APP-28 at 54, APP-39 at 27. With the

merger, EPE will be gaining the benefits of importing more power

from its sister companies across SPS transmission facilities,
thus using more capacity in SPS facilities than pre-merger. By

using this excess capacity, it will foreclose or make

prohibitively expensive the use of this capacity by Las Cruces.

In short, it is feasible to provide Las Cruces the desired

transmission path without the merger. It may be feasible to

provide this path with the merger, since EPE does not plan to

actually use all capacity at the Eddy Tie for the period of the

merger.-"'owever, EPE and C&SW have determined, and have filed
with the FERC as a part of the merger, that they will reserve the

29/ Post-merger, EPE only proposes to use a maximum of 53 MW of
the Eddy Tie for firm transactions after its purchases from
SPS expire in 1996. See FERC Exh. APP-48.
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Eddy Tie for themselves, post-merger, and foreclose access to

others, such as Las Cruces.

VI~ THIS COMMISSION SHOULD HOLD A HEAR1NG AND CLOSELY
FOLLOW FERC PROCEEDINGS

In its Notice, this Commission stated:

[T]he staff notes that it is aware of and is
closely following a proceeding at the FERC
involving CSN's proposed acquisition of El
Paso. The NRC will consider the FERC
proceeding to the maximum extent possible in
resolving issues brought before the NRC.

59 Fed. Reg. 11,813 (1994). Because of budgetary constraints,
the City will actively participate in the FERC proceeding but

will be unable to actively participate in the NRC proceeding.

e Therefore, the City appreciates the fact that the Commission will
take into account that evidence which the City files at the FERC

and will be happy to cooperate with NRC staff in supplying any

information.

Although the City will be unable to participate actively in

any proceeding before this Commission, the City does consider it
appropriate and important that this Commission undertake a full
hearing to analyze merger-related anticompetitive effects that

could impact on the propriety of transferring the Palo Verde

license as requested. One utility seeking to intervene herein

cited the need for the NRC to hold a hearing in this case based

upon several factors, including the very important fact that this
Commission's mandate pursuant to Section 105c of the Atomic
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the FERC mandate pursuant to Section 203 of the Federal Power

Act, 16 U.S.C. g 824b:

Under Section 203 of the Federal Power Act,
the FERC considers itself bound to approve a
merger that it finds to be "consistent with
the public interest" —a determination which
demonstrably does not encompass the strict
application of the antitrust laws. Northeast
Utilities Service Co. v. FERC, 993 F.2d 937I
947 (1st Cir. 1993). This Commission's
mandate under Section 105c, on the other
hand, applies a stricter standard in
requiring that the Commission exercise its
conditioning authority where "activities
under the license" may "create or maintain a
situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws." As a result of these differences in
the respective statutory mandates of the FERC
and this Commission, this Commission's
responsibilities under Section 105c require
an independent review fo the facts through an
evidentiary [hearing] directed to the
fulfillment of this Commission's antitrust
responsibilities. Cf. Munici al Electric
Association o Massachusetts v. SEC, 413 F.2d
1052, 1056-1057 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

Petition of Plains Electric Generation and Transmission

Cooperative, Inc. for Leave to Intervene; Request for Finding of

Significant Change and for Antitrust Hearing; and Preliminary

Comments on Antitrust Issues at 25-26.

Las Cruces agrees that the different statutory mandates

require an independent evidentiary hearing and analysis by this
Commission and urges this Commission to undertake a thorough

antitrust review.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Las Cruces urges this Commission

to hold a hearing and evaluate whether the transfer of the
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the antitrust laws. The City further requests that this
Commission consider, within that analysis, the attempts by EPE

and the planned attempts by the merged company to retain the City
as a captive customer through use of its current and enhanced

future monopoly power over transmission facilities and by the

other means detailed herein. In addition, Las Cruces requests

that this Commission give full consideration to other competitive

evidence adduced at the hearing before the FERC.

Respectfully submitted,

Clz, A. Van Es
J. Cathy Fogel, Esq.
Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard,

McPherson and Hand
901 15th Street, NW, Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20005-2301
(202) 371-6000

Dated: April 13, 1994

Wxllxam L. Lutz, Esq.
Martin, Lutz & Brower, P.C.
P.O. Drawer W

Las Cruces, New Mexico 88004
(505) 526-2449
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Exhibit A

vera e evenue er k for Sout west States cents *

State esidentia
1990

Commerc'al
1990

ndustr'a
3990

Arizona
Arkansas
Louisiana
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Texas
El Paso Electric NM

9 0
8.1
7 .4
8 ~ 9
6.6
7 2

1.0 ~ 6

8.3
6 9
7.0
F 1
5 '
6.2
8 8

5.6
5 1

5.0
3.6
4.0
9 2

II. vera e Revenue er kWh b Class of Ownershi
a Secto ce ts *

~tern

Investor Owned
Publicly Owned
Average
El Paso Electric

esident'al
8.2
6.4
7.8

NM 1.0 6

Comme c 1

7.5
6.5
7.3
8 '

dust ial
4.8
4 7
4.7
9 2

vera e

6 8
5 '
6.6
~NA

III. Com a 'son o New e ico u 'c a
vesto -Owned ect 'c Ut t'es

-0 ed ad
0 *

Res'dential Commercial dust ial
Aztec City of
El Paso Electric
Farmington City of
Gallup City of
Los Alamos County
Public Service Co.

of NM
Raton Public

Service Co
Southwestern Public

Service Co
Springer Town of
Texas-New Mexico

Power Co
Truth or Consequences

City of

8.4
10. 6
8.4
6.0

10.2

9.3

6.8

6.0
12. 3

9.5

8 '

7.5
8 '
8 '
5.9
9.9

8 ~ 8

7.9

5.5
12. 1

9 8

8.9

N/A
9 2
5.1
5.9
N/A

6.6

6.2

4.0
N/A

4.2

N/A
err

* Electric Sales and Revenue 1990, Energy Information Administration,
U.S. Department of Energy, February 1992.
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